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i watched the second episode of the last series of abolition road. it is a small
series, and it is a bit of a pilot for what i imagine could be a quite good show. i
really enjoyed it and i am looking forward to the next episode. the trajectory of

this version of la boheme is so different. in the original production, after the
drunken fight between rodolfo and mimì, both of them fled the garden and

meekly resigned themselves to their fate. fonteyn and trnka accept their fate
and perhaps in a sense only get what they deserve because this is a musical
which asks us to think rather than to be suffused by melodrama. in contrast,
here the lovers both get what they deserve, though they are the victims of
circumstance rather than any sort of vice or weakness. beethoven intended

the exultant conclusion to his fourth symphony to warn of the perils of
revolution, but the end that he gave is not an appropriately ecstatic one. it is a

plangent one, with flagellation and self-abnegation, and though it has its
happier moments (mimìs cry after the description of the lovers in romeo and

juliet, and her happy singing of music-hall songs to the insistent rhythm of the
orchestra) it is an altogether less cheerful ending than most other operas end
with. polly bryant basingstoke is looking for a very early morning cleaner. for

the right candidate must have a van, and be capable of meeting every
morning on a street corner in basingstoke. must be willing to travel to different
sites to ensure that there is never any backlog. must have own transport, and
be willing to travel to these sites on a morning when no appointments can be

confirmed, and can be booked afterwards. 5ec8ef588b
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